Multi-View Video Synopsis via Simultaneous Object-Shifting and View-Switching Optimization.
We present a method for synopsizing multiple videos captured by a set of surveillance cameras with some overlapped field-of-views. Currently, object-based approaches that directly shift objects along the time axis are already able to compute compact synopsis results for multiple surveillance videos. The challenge is how to present the multiple synopsis results in a more compact and understandable way. Previous approaches show them side by side on the screen, which however is difficult for user to comprehend. In this paper, we solve the problem by joint object-shifting and camera view-switching. Firstly, we synchronize the input videos, and group the same object in different videos together. Then we shift the groups of objects along the time axis to obtain multiple synopsis videos. Instead of showing them simultaneously, we just show one of them at each time, and allow to switch among the views of different synopsis videos. In this view switching way, we obtain just a single synopsis results consisting of content from all the input videos, which is much easier for user to follow and understand. To obtain the best synopsis result, we construct a simultaneous object-shifting and view-switching optimization framework instead of solving them separately. We also present an alternative optimization strategy composed of graph cuts and dynamic programming to solve the unified optimization. Experiments demonstrate that our single synopsis video generated from multiple input videos is compact, complete, and easy to understand.